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OUR TOP TEN

1) CONSIDER A GIFT OR
 LETTER EXCHANGE 

Reading a letter from each other while getting ready is 
a special, emotional moment we love to capture.  You 
may also like to do a ‘First Look’ for your parents or 
Bridesmaids – this is a special reveal of the Bride dressed 
up, planned so that we can capture their reaction seeing 

you dressed up for the first time!

2) PLAN THE TIMING OF YOUR
 GETTING READY 

Hair and Make-up take a lot longer then you might 
expect! Make it clear to your make-up artist that they 
need to be completely finished no later then 10 minutes 
after we arrive. This is essential to a smooth, relaxed 

morning with plenty of time for your photography. 

3) PLANNING A CEREMONY 

Consider hiring a shade canopy, or position the seats so 
the sun is behind your guests. This not only works better 
for your photography, but also saves your guests from 
squinting into the sun for half an hour!  When choosing 
a chapel ceremony, consider how much natural lighting 
is available and any photography restrictions imposed. 
A very small dark chapel may require us to use some 

artificial lighting, which is never ideal.

4) PLAN OUT YOUR AISLE WALK 

Nerves can get the best of you! Plan to have each person 
spaced out, timed to music and walking slowly, so this 

emotional moment can be truly soaked up.

5) GO ‘UNPLUGGED’ 

If you would prefer your guests to be truly present and 
to be greeted by faces, not phones, as you walk down 
the aisle, consider going ‘unplugged!’. This will also allow 
your photographers the most freedom to capture the 

most emotional angles!

6) CONSIDER YOUR CELEBRANT POSITION  

Too often celebrants stand inches away from couples 
for the entire ceremony. Best photographic results are 
achieved when the celebrant is told of your desire to 
have space between them and you during the ceremony. 
Having them stand to the side is fantastic and will add a 
more intimate feel to your ceremony and photographs.

7) LIGHT UP YOUR RECEPTION 

Don’t underestimate the power of good lighting! Fairy 
lights, lanterns, candles can create a magical atmosphere 
at your reception, as well making your night photographs 

more beautiful! 
 

8) IT’S ALL IN THE TIMING  

We’ve given you timing suggestions not only to enhance 
your photographic memories, but also to ensure you 
have a stress – free, relaxed day, all out of the heat of the 
midday sun. Please consider carefully before changing 

the timing drastically!

9) TRUST US TO TELL THE STORY

You’ve chosen us for our style and story-telling 
capabilities. You’ll get more inspired, more natural, more 
true moments captured if our photographers don’t have 

a long list of Pinterest shots to try to replicate!

~~~~~

10) DON’T FORGET

to have fun!
Dance back down the aisle. Let those tears flow. Throw 
your hands up in the air. Don’t get so caught up in 
formality that you forget that your wedding day is a 

party, not a performance!

tips



The Sunlit Experience
1 hour Pre-Wedding Consultation
Two Professional Photographers
10 hours Photographic Coverage

Up to 3 hours travel included
Handmade Fine Art 10x10” Album

Your choice of cover material
and custom cover feature

First 50 pages included
(over 90 pages designed for you)

Designer Album Title Page
Our Premium Skin Retouching Service 

as needed on all Album Images

An Album Planning Session
2 Parent Albums

4 Matted 8x12” Gift Prints
30x45” Canvas or 20x30” Framed Art

All photographs from your day
High Resolution 8x12” on USB
40 Custom Thank You Cards

Optional same-day slideshow
presentation at your reception

A blog post of your day
A sneak peek on Facebook
Wet Weather Guarantee

Complimentary Engagement Session

Diamond

5,990
Valued at 9480, save 3490

9,990
Valued at 16,100, save 6110

The Sunlit Experience
1 hour Pre-Wedding Consultation
Two Professional Photographers
7 hours Photographic Coverage

Handmade Fine Art 10x10” Album
Your choice of cover material

First 40 pages included
(over 80 sides designed for you)

Designer Album Title Page
Our Premium Skin Retouching Service
as needed on all Album Photographs

An Album Planning Session 
to perfect your design

2 Matted 8x12” Gift Prints
20x30” Premium Canvas

All photographs of your day
High Resolution 8x12” on USB

A sneak peek on Facebook
A blog post of your day 

for online sharing
Wet Weather Guarantee

Complimentary Engagement Session

Designer

PHOTOGRAPHY Our Diamond and Designer Collections give you the most value for your Wedding Day memories.

 If you are able to save elsewhere, it is definitely worth it to upgrade your Collection in advance.
Some of our brides and grooms even upgrade as a surprise present to each other!

The Sunlit Experience
1 hour Pre-Wedding Consultation
Two Professional Photographers
6 hours Photographic Coverage

Handmade Fine Art 10x10” Album
Your choice of cover material

and blind embossing
First 30 Album pages included

(over 70 pages custom designed for you)

Our Premium Skin Retouching Service
as needed on all Album Photographs

An Album Planning Session
to perfect your design

All photographs of your day, 
High-Resolution 8x12” on USB

Wet Weather Guarantee
Complimentary Engagement Session

Classic

4,490
Valued at 6040, save 1550

The Sunlit Experience
1 hour Pre-Wedding Consultation

One Professional Photographer
5 hours of Photographic Coverage

High Resolution USB of all 
photographs sized 8x12”

Complimentary Engagement Session
A Design and Ordering Appointment

to create your Wedding Artwork

2,990

Starter



VIDEOGRAPHY

Videography completes and compliments the 
recording of your special day. Video captures 

something a photograph cannot - the squeeze of a 
hug, the gentle touch of a hand, a choked up voice 

declaring love. 

Having Sunlit Studios capture both photography 
and videography has countless perks. The process 

stays simple and easy, making your planning 
a breeze. Our team is experienced in working 

together, avoiding scheduling clashes and 
allowing perfect synchronization of angles. Both 
photography and videography will look and feel 

consistently beautiful, emotional and ‘Sunlit’. 

SHORT STORY 

3 - 4 minutes in length
One dedicated videographer

Bridal preparation until sunset coverage (up to 6 hours)  
Set to one beautiful song - music only

2,490

FEATURE STORY  

5 - 8 minutes in length
One dedicated videographer   

Coverage starts and ends with your photography coverage 
(up to 9 hours)  

Up to two licensed songs  
A vow exchange, letter reading or speech 

may be recorded and highlighted

3,490 



Extras
WORTH THINKING ABOUT

Any time before your Wedding, you can add 
extras onto your Collection. 

If you haven’t already had your engagement 
party, you may consider directing your 
guests to contribute towards photography 
extras. You can also do the same for your 
wedding gifts – guests can contribute credit 
for you to use towards your Wedding Album 
and Artwork.

Parent albums  
Single ~ 600 

Set of 2 ~ 1000

40 Designed Thank You Cards ~ 400  

Additional Photographer ~ 400

Extra hours of coverage
One Photographer ~ 300 p/h 
Two photographers ~ 400 p/h

Pre-purchase 10 Album Pages
1200 (SAVE 300)

Pre-purchase 20 Album Pages
2400 (SAVE 600)

Pre-purchase 30 Album Pages
3600 (SAVE 900)



 YOUR timeline
NEXT STEP

With your booking fee paid and your Wedding Agreement 
signed, we’ll email you your Wedding Invoice and start planning 

your Engagement Session.

ONE YEAR OUT

If you haven’t already, we recommend having your Engagement 
Shoot at least one year before your Wedding. That way you can 
use the photographs and artwork for your Save the Dates and 

display them at your Wedding!

ONE MONTH OUT

The remaining amount of your Wedding invoice is due. 
We’ll remind you! We’ll also send you a ‘Wedding Details’ 
questionnaire, so we can get all the addresses, timing and other 

information we need to ensure a perfectly smooth day.

 ONE DAY OUT

Please let us know any unit numbers or hotel room information 
so we can find you. Otherwise, relax and sleep well!

WEDDING DAY

We’ll be there with bells on! Don’t forget that the groomsmen 
should be dressed for our arrival and that hair and makeup for 

the bride should be finishing up by the time we get there. 
 

YOUR ALBUM DESIGN APPOINTMENT

This is what everything has lead up to – the design of your 
hand-made album! We’ll present you with a design that artfully 
tells the story of your day and then we’ll make sure it’s perfect 
for you. Allow 2 full hours to achieve this – as together we are 

creating an heirloom that will be treasured for generations!
 


